Treating primary-progressive multiple sclerosis: potential of ocrelizumab and review of B-cell therapies
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Abstract: Multiple sclerosis (MS) therapy has evolved rapidly with an increased availability of several immunomodulating therapies over the past two decades. Disease-modifying therapies have proven to be effective in treating relapse–remitting MS (RRMS). However, clinical trials involving some of the same agents for secondary-progressive and primary-progressive MS (SPMS and PPMS) have been largely negative. The pathogenesis of progressive MS remains unclear, but B-cells may play a significant role in chronic compartmentalized inflammation, likely contributing to disease progression. Biologics targeted at B-cells, such as rituximab, are effective in treating RRMS. Ocrelizumab is a humanized monoclonal antibody to CD20+ B-cells that has shown positive results in PPMS with a significant reduction in disease progression. This review aims to discuss in detail the involvement of B-cells in MS pathogenesis, current progress of currently available and investigational biologics, with focus on ocrelizumab, and future prospects for B-cell therapy in PPMS.
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Development of multiple sclerosis medications over time

Multiple sclerosis (MS) has been described in the medical literature as early as in the 14th century; however, it was only formally characterized by Charcot in 1867 as le sclerose en plaque based on autopsy findings of characteristic plaques in brain parenchyma. Charcot subsequently made unsuccessful attempts to treat MS with strychnine, gold, and silver treatment.¹ In the mid-20th century, corticosteroids were found to be effective in improving relapse symptoms, but without any effects on relapse rate reduction or disease progression. It was not until the early 1990s that the first true disease-modifying therapies (DMT) for MS were approved. IFNβ was found to be effective in reducing enhancing lesions and relapse rate, as well reducing risk of sustained Kurtzke Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) progression.²⁻⁴ IFNβ-1b also showed success in secondary-progressive MS (SPMS) by slowing disease progression in a European study in 1998.⁴ This was the first foray into investigating agents for progressive form of MS, with the end goal of delaying time to confirmed disability progression (CDP). Although in the follow-up North American study of more advanced-stage SPMS patients, IFNβ-1b did not demonstrate the same effects in reducing CDP as was seen in the European study, the North American study did show that IFNβ-1b reduced relapses, gadolinium-enhancing lesions (GELs), and radiographic disease...
burden in SPMS.\textsuperscript{5} In that same decade, glatiramer acetate (GA) was found to have protective effects on new lesion formation and relapses.\textsuperscript{6,7} However, in a 2007 trial, GA failed to show significant delay in disease progression compared to patients who received placebo in primary-progressive MS (PPMS) patients.\textsuperscript{8}

Mitoxantrone, a type II topoisomerase inhibitor, was shown to reduce EDSS progression in SPMS patients when compared to placebo in 2000.\textsuperscript{9} However, its use was limited by potential for cardiotoxicity. Natalizumab, a selective molecule that prevents central nervous system (CNS) migration of lymphocytes via blocking lymphocytic integrin attachment to endothelial surface receptors, was shown in placebo-controlled trials to have robust effects against relapses and inflammatory disease.\textsuperscript{10,11} In patients already on IFNβ-1a therapy, the addition of natalizumab further reduced probability of progression, annualized relapse rate (ARR), and new or enlarging T2 lesion.\textsuperscript{12} A recent large study of secondary-progressive MS (ASCEND) using natalizumab however showed negative results.\textsuperscript{13}

Fingolimod, a sphingosine-1-phosphate receptor modulator, showed improved ARR, radiographic disease burden, and disease progression in relapsing–remitting multiple sclerosis (RRMS),\textsuperscript{14,15} but was negative in a large randomized trial in PPMS.\textsuperscript{16} Teriflunomide, a dihydro-orotate dehydrogenase inhibitor, became the second oral agent that was approved for RRMS in 2012 after Phase III trials showed its efficacy in reducing ARR, delaying disability progression, and improving MRI outcomes.\textsuperscript{17} Dimethyl fumarate, a derivative of fumaric acid, the mechanism of which in MS is still unknown, became the third approved oral agent for RRMS in 2013 after multiple Phase III trials showing favorable results and good tolerability.\textsuperscript{18,19}

After natalizumab, another monoclonal antibody, rituximab, which targets CD20 antigens that are primarily on B-cells, also gained momentum in MS after Phase I and II trials showing efficacy in RRMS.\textsuperscript{20,21} A Phase II/III trial in PPMS rituximab was not as encouraging, giving mixed results in different subgroups.\textsuperscript{22} However, this led to the advancement of a whole spectrum of cell-specific monoclonal antibodies used in MS therapy. Alemtuzumab, which targets CD52 antigen expressed on B- and T-cells, was approved by United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to treat RRMS in 2014 after it showed marked reduction in both relapses and disability progression measures.\textsuperscript{23,24} Daclizumab, another humanized monoclonal antibody designed to target CD25 on T-cells, was approved by FDA for the treatment of RRMS in 2016. Ocrelizumab, the focus of this paper, is a monoclonal antibody designed to target CD20\textsuperscript{+} expressed on premature B-cells. It is currently undergoing FDA fast-track evaluation for PPMS. It is the first of the MS DMTs to have shown beneficial results in a purely progressive MS population. Ofatumumab is a similar antibody that also targets CD20\textsuperscript{+} and is currently being evaluated for its efficacy in both RRMS and PPMS.

As illustrated in the preceding paragraphs, since the days when MS was treated with gold, silver and strychnine, current options for treatment have evolved drastically. RRMS is now a treatable disease with a plethora of disease-specific agents, each with its own efficacies, route of administration, and side effect profile, all of which should be taken into account in tailoring treatment regimen and individualizing therapy. As for PMS, however, there is still a paucity of medications. Currently approved DMTs for RRMS have not proven effective in PMS trials. The failure of these DMTs in PMS may be in part due to the fact that they target T-cells, which were traditionally thought to be the main contributor in MS disease pathology. Research in understanding MS pathogenesis over the past few decades have shown that B-cells also play important roles in activating autoimmunity as well as regulating and amplifying proinflammatory response. The differential role of the B-cell in progressive forms of MS remains an open and interesting question. The importance of B-cell functions has been demonstrated in multiple trials involving B-cell-depleting therapies in RRMS and, more recently, in PMS. The promising results in reducing disease progression in PMS have been encouraging and will be now discussed in detail.

**B-cell mediated pathophysiology of MS**

MS lesions, which characterize the disease, occur in both brain parenchyma as well as the cortex. In white matter, MS lesions typically undergo three stages of temporal evolution. Acute lesions are characterized by blurred margins of demyelination and axon damage and increased parenchymal edema. They also contain prominent perivascular infiltration of inflammatory cells that are predominantly myelin-reactive T-cells, and some plasma cells and macrophages. In contrast, chronic lesions demonstrate sharp margins and increased scar tissue. Chronic active lesions are comprised of hypocellular and gliotic cores surrounded by borders of active inflammation similar to those observed in acute lesions. In contrast, chronic silent lesions are devoid of inflammation and are instead characterized by loss of oligodendrocytes, demyelinated axons, and hyalinized vessel walls.\textsuperscript{25} Cortical
lesions are more commonly seen in progressive type of MS. These include lesions that are confluent with subcortical white matter lesions, perivascular lesions, and subpial lesions. Compared to white matter lesions, gray matter lesions contain fewer inflammatory components such as T-cells or macrophages. However, there is a significant correlation between cortical demyelination and diffuse meningeal, perivascular, and parenchymal inflammation. In light of the discovery of meningeal B-cell follicles in SPMS and related CNS lymphatic structures (discussed later in this review), B-cells are suggested to play a more significant role in disease progression beyond the acute inflammatory stage than we have previously recognized.

Role of B-cells

B-cells are crucial in multiple steps along the dysfunctional immune pathway in MS. B-cells drive the humoral immunity process and differentiate into antigen-presenting cells that engage in costimulatory relationship with T-cells. During CNS inflammation, B-cells are attracted into the CNS from the peripheral lymphoid system via chemical signaling. Then they mature inside the CNS, secrete antibodies, participate in both pro-/anti-inflammatory processes, and modulate T-cell function in acute and chronic inflammation.

Traditionally, MS has been regarded as a classic T-cell-mediated process via the proinflammatory actions of regulatory T-cells, T-helper (Th) 1, Th2, and Th17 cells. However, recent investigations have found B-cells as equally crucial players in MS pathophysiology. B-cells have been found to form ectopic lymphoid follicles at sites of active inflammation in multiple disease conditions. Likewise, in MS patients, B-cells are rampant throughout the CNS – they have been found in meninges, brain parenchyma, and in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). A major function of B-cells is in humoral immunity in which B-cells differentiate into antigen-presenting cells that engage in a costimulatory relationship with T-cells and secrete antibodies. Similar to T-cells, B-cells become activated in the periphery via antigen binding. Various autoantigens have been speculated in MS that are distinct from known autoantigens in other autoimmune diseases. Once bound to an antigen, B-cells presentation to T-cells is conducted via T-cell receptor and major histocompatibility complex coupling. While there are many different antigen-presenting cells, B-cells provide specialized antigen recognition and maintain a reciprocal activation relationship with T-cells. Once antigen presentation occurs, B-cells are then induced to become antibody-producing plasma cells and migrate into CNS via chemokine signaling. The intrathecal production of antibodies by B-cells is confirmed by the presence of oligoclonal bands (OCB) in CSF. While important in diagnosis, the roles of oligoclonal bands in human disease mechanisms remain to be further investigated. Numerous antibodies have been found in MS plaques on histopathological studies. In studies of animal models of experimental autoimmune encephalitis (EAE) and histopathological studies of human MS lesional tissue, myelin-specific antibodies such as MOG, MBP, and PLP were found to be deposited on myelin sheaths, thereby facilitating the demyelination process via antibody–antigen recognition. In some MS patients, there is also a set of antibodies that bind to antigen targets on astrocytes and neuronal tissues rather than directly to myelin; some were found to contribute to gray matter lesions. The multitude of antibodies detected in various MS pathologies suggests that B-cell-mediated CNS attack is complex and contributes to the heterogeneity of MS immunopathologies. Antibodies may be disease specific and require further characterization to better modulate immunotherapy.

Besides antibody production, B-cells also produce various cytokines such as IL-6, TNF-α, and LT-α. In MS patients, there is an increased number of IL-6-producing B-cells subtypes. IL-6 assists in development of not only Th17 cells but also further upregulates B-cell pathogenesis. LT-α and TNF-α stimulate inflammatory process, and LT-α helps form secondary lymphoid structures. In addition to proinflammatory cytokine production, B-cells also secret IL-10, an anti-inflammatory cytokine that has been found to regulate the extent of disease progression by suppressing T-cells and facilitate recovery from acute inflammation. In mice models of EAE, those that are deficient in regulatory B-cells that secrete IL-10 demonstrated failure to recover from EAE.

OCB presence

OCB presence in CSF is indicative of intrathecal B-cell activity, which has been found to account for up to 25% of CNS-infiltrating lymphocytes. OCBs are mainly comprised of IgG isotypes, but sometimes can also contain IgM isotypes. OCB detection is a common diagnostic test used in CSF analysis of MS patients. Although not very specific, as OCB can be positive in various CNS inflammatory, infectious, or paraneoplastic conditions, it is a highly sensitive tool in MS diagnosis as it is positive in 88%–95% of patients with confirmed MS and 69% of patients with clinically isolated syndrome (CIS). More specifically, in confirmed MS patients, OCB containing...
predominantly IgG with kappa light chain pattern is more common, whereas in non-MS patients with OCB positivity, kappa and lambda light chains can be found in equivalent proportions.\textsuperscript{46,47} OCB positivity can also be used to risk stratify patients. Clinically isolated syndrome and radiographically isolated syndrome (RIS) patients with positive OCB are at increased odds of conversion into MS. In established MS patients with OCB positivity, there are increased odds of worsening disability.\textsuperscript{45,48} There is also increased likelihood for patients with OCB positivity, there are increased odds of conversion into MS. In established MS isolated syndrome (RIS) patients with positive OCB are at increased odds of worsening disability.\textsuperscript{45,48} There is also increased likelihood for developing neutralizing antibodies to IFN\textgreek{b}.\textsuperscript{49} The number of OCB also appears to correlate with disease severity in a retrospective analysis of patients with varying degrees of MS, with the more severe group who were OCB positive having a higher mean and median number of OCB (6 and 7 bands, respectively) compared to that of the benign group (3 and 5 bands, respectively).\textsuperscript{50} Furthermore, MS patients with IgM-positive OCBs have a worse prognosis\textsuperscript{51,52} and are more likely to relapse after interferon therapy.\textsuperscript{53} This suggests that OCB status and number in MS correlates with the degree of B-cell activity in MS, thus it is likely that different immunopathological subtypes of MS can respond differently to immunotherapy.

Traditionally, OCB were considered a terminal response to inflammation – the end product of terminally differentiated intrathecal antigen-producing plasma cells. While it is true that majority of OCB production in MS occur inside CNS, recent works have suggested that there may also be a component of peripheral activation that contributes to intrathecal B-cell activity. There was evidence in mass spectrometry analysis of OCB in MS patients that peripheral production of OCB can exist in parallel to that of CNS and that there is an ongoing dynamic exchange of B-cells across the blood–brain barrier during active disease that further enhances circulation of pathological B-cell response.\textsuperscript{54}

The pathological significance of OCB remains to be further investigated. In studies of MS patients who undergo B-cell depletion therapies with rituximab or ocrelizumab that target CD20, there is a persistent presence of IgG and IgM concentrations across time despite rapid reduction of B-cell counts.\textsuperscript{21,55–57} However, in MS patients treated with natalizumab, there was a reduction in CNS immunoglobulin synthesis and OCB.\textsuperscript{58,59} This demonstrates that the effect of therapies (that either directly or indirectly affect B-cells) on B-cell activity in MS is complex and nonlinear.

**Follicle formation**

Follicle-like structures are areas where B-cells congregate, trafficked to target organs by chemokines and lymphotoxins such as BAFF, APRIL, and CXCL13 produced by various classes of lymphocytes. Within this local microenvironment, B-cells interact with T-cells and follicular dendritic cells, and they are stimulated to differentiate into antibody-secreting cells, and they proliferate within the follicular germinal center. These follicles can develop ectopically in target organs in the setting of chronic inflammation, such as in synovium of patients with chronic arthritis and rheumatoid arthritis (RA),\textsuperscript{50,61} in salivary glands in Sjogren’s syndrome,\textsuperscript{52} and intraportally in patients with hepatitis C.\textsuperscript{63} Similarly, in patients with MS, local follicular-like structures have also been found in the CNS. In postmortem analysis of brains and spinal cords of MS patients, follicle-like structures populated by B-cells along with T-cells and plasma cells have been found in the intrameningeal space, closely associated with perivascular inflammation.\textsuperscript{29} The presence of CNS follicles has been hypothesized as a driver for graduated disability progression, especially in progressive MS where acute clinical or radiographic new lesions are relatively absent.\textsuperscript{64} It is thought that chronically activated immune clusters within meninges may contribute to the pathophysiology of progressive MS in which this reservoir of local inflammatory factors led to chronic demyelination, axonal degeneration, and subsequent axonal loss and may be associated with presence of subpial lesions characterized by gray matter demyelination and increased microglial activation.\textsuperscript{65} Although these so-called CNS follicles have not been found in all MS patients, some groups have described the presence of CNS follicles to be associated with the severity of cortical demyelination and neurodegeneration.\textsuperscript{28}

In vivo, leptomeningeal enhancement on MRI has been detected in a portion of MS patients, with higher prevalence in progressive MS than in RRMS. Leptomeningeal enhancement is associated with subpial cortical demyelination, cortical volume loss, and clinical disability progression.\textsuperscript{65–68} When correlated with postmortem pathological analysis, leptomeningeal enhancement can be utilized as a possible MRI marker of follicle presence.

**GM-CSF-producing B-cells**

Granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF)-producing B-cells are proinflammatory cells that express high levels of costimulatory molecules in addition to TNF-\alpha and IL-6. This colony of cells is found in increased numbers in patients with MS and acts as a key contributor in the proinflammatory state. GM-CSF-producing B-cells induce myeloid cell activation. In vitro, they also enhance production of IL-12, IL-6, and IL-1B by macrophages. This also has been demonstrated in vivo where rituximab-treated
B-cell-depleted RRMS patients demonstrate reduced macrophage production of IL-12 and IL-6 when compared to pretreatment levels.69

Cytotoxic activity
Antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC) and complement-dependent cytotoxicity (CDC) are important immune mechanisms in cellular defense. In MS patients, there is an increase in ADCC activity in peripheral lymphocytes when compared to age- and sex-matched controls.70 ADCC against myelin basic protein is increased in MS patients.71 Current B-cell depletion therapies utilize ADCC and CDC to target various B-cell subtypes. ADCC is an IgG mediated process – when IgG attaches to a surface receptor on its target cell, its Fc region can bind to Fc receptors on natural killer cells or macrophages. Such binding leads to target cell lysis or phagocytosis. CDC is also mediated via IgG attachment to target cells – a process that elicits complement-activating cascade that leads to eventual lysis of the target. These are the mechanisms of biologics used in MS – rituximab, ofatumumab and alemtuzumab – all of which are human or humanized monoclonal IgGs that bind to CD20 receptors with different binding affinities and intensity of cytotoxic activity induction.72

The various monoclonal antibodies that target CD20 have different binding affinities and degree of ADCC and CDC activity elicited. Mechanistically, they are divided into two types – type I and type II. Type I antibodies, which are also currently the most common type, induce translocation of the CD20 protein into lipid rafts and elicit subsequent cytotoxic activity. Type II antibodies, in comparison, lead to cell death by inducing homotypic adhesion rather than ADCC or CDC.73 The anti-CD20 antibodies mentioned in this paper, rituximab, ocrelizumab, ofatumumab and ublituximab, are all type I antibodies. While all bind to the outer membrane portion of the CD20 transmembrane tetramer, they differ in target epitopes on the large and small loops of the antigen. Rituximab primarily binds to the 170ANPS motif, which is the end portion of the large amino acid loop, and binding to 185YCYSI contributes complex stability.74–76 Ocrelizumab also binds to the same 170ANPS core motif as rituximab; however, small differences in its complementary-determining regions (CDR) in complex with CD20 affect its binding affinity.75,77 Ofatumumab binds to a different portion on the large loop (FLKMESLNFIRAHTP), as well as regions in the small loop, resulting in increased affinity and potency compared to rituximab.75 Ublituximab binds to unique epitopes on the large loop as well and, in addition, is engineered to exhibit stronger affinity to FcγRIIIa receptors, resulting in improved ADCC activity.78,79

Rituximab and its utility in MS
Rituximab is a chimeric monoclonal antibody that targets the CD20 antigen expressed on both pre-B and mature B-cells. It is a type I anti-CD20 antibody, which indicates that once rituximab is bound to its target epitope on the CD20 transmembrane protein via its Fab domain, the Fc domain induces translocation of CD20 into lipid rafts, which in turn activates ADCC and CDC mechanisms, leading to B-cell death.80 While rituximab’s primary actions are on B-cells, it has also been shown to affect a minority of T-cells that are CD20+. Mechanisms proposed suggest that T-cell depletion can occur as the end result of inhibiting B-cell-mediated antigen presentation and reduction of proinflammatory cytokines, there is also direct interaction of rituximab with CD20+ T-cells leading to cytotoxic killing.81 From immunogenicity data from multiple clinical trials, rituximab has been shown to deplete both peripheral and CNS B- and T-cells in MS patients.22,55,56,82

Rituximab was initially FDA-approved for the treatment of chemotherapy-resistant B-cell non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma in 1997. Since then, it has also been approved as combination with chemotherapy to treat many other B-cell type lymphomas including follicular, diffuse large, low-grade, chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), and in combination with methotrexate it is used to treat TNF-therapy-resistant rheumatoid arthritis. Rituximab’s off-label use spans a wide spectrum of autoimmune diseases, including systemic lupus erythematosus, Sjogren’s syndrome, antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody-induced vasculitis, and idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura. In neurology, rituximab has been used to treat autoimmune/paraneoplastic conditions such as autoimmune encephalitis,83 opsonus–myoclonus syndrome,84 myasthenia gravis,85 neuromyelitis optica (NMO) and neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorders,86,87 and MS.88

The safety and efficacy of rituximab was evaluated in patients with relapsing–remitting multiple sclerosis in an open-label Phase I study conducted in 2008 by Bar-Or et al.21 Twenty six RRMS subjects with at least 1 recent relapse and EDSS score of ≤5.0 received 4 rituximab infusions (starting dose of 50–100 mg/h increased to maximum of 400 mg/h) at weeks 0, 2, 24 and 26. They were followed for up to 72 weeks to assess safety. Rituximab was well tolerated. A majority of the patients (77%) reported mild to moderate adverse events (AE) after the first infusion, including headache, chills, and hypotension. The proportion of AEs
decreased with subsequent infusions. Mild to moderate infectious events such as upper respiratory infection (URI) or urinary tract infection (UTI) were also reported in 61% of the patients, a majority of whom had lower than normal IgM values compared to baseline. By week 2, complete peripheral B-cell depletion was achieved and remained depleted through week 48. B-cell depletion was associated with reduction in clinical relapses, new enhancing lesions, and radiographic burden of disease compared to the baseline period during the length of the trial.

Hauser et al.56 performed a Phase II study in RRMS patients comparing effects of rituximab to placebo. In this study, 104 patients with RRMS with recent relapses within preceding year and EDSS score of ≤5.0 were enrolled, 69 of whom were assigned to receive 1,000 mg of rituximab infusion on days 1 and 15 while the other 35 received placebo. The patients who received rituximab showed 91% decrease in number of GELs during the 48-week trial. There was also a significant reduction in relapses at 24 weeks in patients who received rituximab compared to placebo. Peripheral CD19+ B-cells were reduced by 95% and maintained until 24 weeks when CD19+ cells began to repopulate.

Rituximab has also been studied as an add-on therapy in 30 RRMS patients who have breakthrough relapses despite being on DMTs. After 4 weekly doses of 375 mg/m² rituximab, there was a significant 88% reduction in GELs as well as improved multiple sclerosis functional composite (MSFC) scores compared to pretreatment baseline. EDSS scores remained stable.20

The effect of rituximab in progressive MS was investigated in the OLYMPUS trial22 – a multicenter, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled Phase II/III trial comparing rituximab to placebo in patients with PPMS. About 439 patients received 4 doses of 1,000 mg of rituximab infused every 24 weeks with 96 week follow-up. Rituximab did not show efficacy in delaying disease progression or brain atrophy at the end of the 96-week study period; however, the group receiving rituximab did show reduced T2 volume progression and lower 25-foot walk scores compared to placebo. In further subgroup analysis, rituximab appeared to be more effective in delaying disease progression in a younger (less than 51 years old) cohort who had active GELs at baseline. The safety profile of rituximab was similar to that of the Phase I trial in RRMS in which there were similar, mild infusion-related AEs; severe adverse reactions (4 pneumonia, 2 UTI, 2 cellulitis) were reported in 8.6% of the patient group that received rituximab.22 A recent large registry of over 800 subjects treated with rituximab in Sweden demonstrated excellent control of disease activity with relative stability of EDSS measures in RRMS patients; however, it failed to show efficacy in SPMS and PPMS patients.89 Tolerability and safety were similar to what has been described with prior observational studies. This same group conducted a comparative observational study of fingolimod and rituximab in 256 RRMS subjects and showed improved outcomes in those treated with rituximab.90

Based on results from the aforementioned trials, it can be concluded that rituximab treatment in RRMS can reduce clinical relapses and GELs. However, in terms of delaying clinical disability progression, which is the goal of treating progressive form of MS, the effect is less obvious. In the RRMS group studied by Naismith et al.20 there were MSFC improvements over baseline that were mainly attributed to improvements in Paced Auditory Serial Addition Test, but the EDSS score was stable in 21/30 patients, improved in 7/30 patients, and worsened in 2/30 patients. Whether certain subcomponents of EDSS improved compared to others is unknown. In PPMS, based on OLYMPUS trial’s subgroup analysis, rituximab appears to be most effective in younger PPMS patients who have more active inflammatory activity at baseline; however, the specific mechanism of action in this subgroup of patients remains unknown.

Rituximab safety

Since rituximab targets primarily B-cells, it has been proposed that it significantly affects monoclonal antibody production. Immunogenicity data from Phase I RRMS trial showed that IgM levels were selectively decreased after two doses of rituximab, while IgG and IgA levels remained the same in approximately half of patients.21 This was similarly reported in PPMS patients whose IgM levels remained below normal in approximately 1/3 of patients who received rituximab.22 However in other studies, immunogenicity data have demonstrated only milder levels of association between study drug and immunoglobulin levels. In RRMS patients who received only a single dose of rituximab, only 22.4% had below-normal IgM levels but the median levels of IgM, IgG, and IgA were not significantly different from normal.6 Another study evaluating CSF changes after rituximab therapy found that B-cells were significantly depleted; however, OCB and IgG index were not affected despite B-cell depletion.82 This interesting observation is perhaps explained by the fact that plasma cells, which are the destination cells for antibody production, have down-regulated CD20 membrane expression and thus are less affected by rituximab.91
Based on results from these aforementioned trials of rituximab in MS patients, it can be concluded that rituximab is generally safe to use, with most common reported AEs being minor infusion-related reactions (IRR) and mild infectious events. There were 3 deaths in the PPMS trial, however, only 1 out of the 3 patients received rituximab, and death was not directly related to rituximab but was rather due to aspiration pneumonia in the setting of existing brainstem lesions. The long-term side effects of rituximab infusion in MS patients remain to be elucidated, as none of the current published studies have followed the patients long term.

There is also the concern for progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (PML) given the degree of immunomodulation. PML is a near-fatal diffuse CNS demyelinating disease caused by reactivation of John Cunningham virus (JCV) in the CNS. It is most commonly seen in HIV infected patients whose immune surveillance mechanisms are impaired, leading to opportunistic infections. Likewise, in MS patients who are on immunomodulating therapies, most notably natalizumab, there is an increased risk for PML. Other MS DMRT including fingolimod, dimethyl fumarate, and rituximab have been associated with cases of PML.92-93 Mechanisms for JCV reactivation in this particular patient population remain to be further investigated. One hypothesis holds that latent JCV presence in the CNS with decreased immune surveillance in the setting of pathogenic strains of JCV results in PML. Another hypothesis postulates that latent JCV viremia can occur causing PML. There are no reported cases of PML in MS patients treated with rituximab. In the case of natalizumab, CD34+ cells harboring JVC are mobilized from bone marrow to peripheral blood due to blockage of adhesion molecules that attach these cells to the marrow matrix. In the case of rituximab induced B-cell depletion, JCV-harbouring precursor cells clonally expand and repopulate in the periphery. In both cases, JCV viremia can occur causing PML. There are no reported cases of PML in MS patients treated with rituximab. But in clinical data from RA patients who were treated with rituximab, there is an estimated 1 case per 25,000 individuals with risk of developing PML. Although in this particular group of patients, it is hard to characterize the true risk since the 4 reported cases of RA patients who developed PML all had other PML risk factors such as chronic lymphopenia and history of prior prolonged use of immunomodulating and immunosuppressive therapies.

Long-term AEs related to rituximab infusion are perhaps better characterized in cohorts of NMO patients for whom rituximab is a commonly used treatment option. NMO is an autoimmune CNS disease that primarily involves spinal cord and optic nerves. Similar to MS, pathological examination of NMO lesions also shows B-cell involvement in terms of autoantibodies and IgG deposition. In an initial open-label study of 8 patients with NMO who received weekly rituximab treatment over the 4-week study period, there was a significant reduction in attack rate as well as improvements in neurological function. It was also well tolerated with minimal infusion related AEs. Since this initial study, rituximab has been established as an effective treatment for NMO. It has been shown to be safe when administered first as induction therapy followed by routine maintenance therapy over prolonged treatment courses and is effective in reducing relapse rates and improving or stabilizing disability.96-99 A larger retrospective study of 100 NMO patients who received maintenance rituximab infusions over median of 67 months showed similar results in relapse reduction rate and disability improvement. AEs included initial IRR that decreased over course of therapy and a few mild–moderate infection events including upper respiratory infections and herpes zoster that were determined to be unrelated to low IgG or IgM levels. There were 2 patients who became pregnant in between rituximab doses and delivered healthy babies. The most severe AE was 1 case of an elderly patient who died of pneumonia and septic shock after 6 years of treatment with rituximab and had concomitantly received 1 year of corticosteroid treatment for psoriasis. There were no reported cases of PML in this cohort.99

Ocrelizumab and its current progress

Ocrelizumab is a novel humanized recombinant monoclonal anti-CD20 antibody that targets the population of CD20+ cells including B-cell precursors and mature B-cells.100 B-cells that differentiate into plasma cells lose CD20+ expression and thus are less targeted.91,101 Compared to rituximab’s mechanism of action, ocrelizumab binds to a different but overlapping epitope of CD20. It exhibits greater binding affinity to Fcy receptor IIIa (FcyRIIIa).102 Ocrelizumab depletes B-cells via ADCC as well as CDC. In vitro experiments have shown that ocrelizumab exhibits greater ADCC activity and decreased CDC activity compared to rituximab, and in clinical trials it has demonstrated a more favorable antigenic profile when compared to rituximab and has reduced infusion-related toxicity. There is an immediate decrease in absolute peripheral and lymphoid tissue B-cell count after ocrelizumab infusion.103 There is also a significant proportion of IgM level reduction after ocrelizumab infusion. With regard to B-cell count recovery, there is a dose-dependent relationship – higher doses of ocrelizumab delay count recovery when compared to lower
Ocrelizumab was first investigated in an MS clinical trials involving RRMS subjects. In 2011, a Phase II, multicenter, randomized, parallel, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial enrolled 220 RRMS patients ages 18–55 years with baseline EDSS that ranged from 1 to 6 who had documented relapses 3 years preceding enrollment. SPMS and PPMS patients were excluded from the trial. Enrolled RRMS patients were randomly assigned to receive low-dose ocrelizumab (600 mg) or high-dose ocrelizumab (2,000 mg) given via 2 cycles of IV infusion 2 weeks apart over 24 weeks, placebo, or IFN β-1a (30ug) IM injection weekly. All placebo and subjects in IFN arm received ocrelizumab infusions in the second cycle. The primary endpoint was total number of GELs throughout the 24-week treatment course. Results from this study showed that ocrelizumab reduced number of total and new GELs compared to placebo or IFN β-1a. It also reduced ARR, maintained low clinical disease activity, and slowed T2 lesion burden progression. Patients in the placebo and IFN groups who received ocrelizumab in the second cycle of treatment also achieved similar disease reduction results after switching. Low dose and high dose of ocrelizumab achieved similar outcomes except that the low-dose group achieved even lower mean ARR (13%) compared to the high dose group (17%), which was statistically significant against placebo or IFNβ-1a. Near complete CD19+ B-cell reduction was achieved after first cycle of infusion, and the low count was sustained at the end of the 24-week study. In terms of AEs, both ocrelizumab groups experienced more IRR compared to placebo; however, infection rates were similar between both ocrelizumab doses and placebo.17

Phase III study in RRMS

Following encouraging results from the Phase II study, a Phase III program (OPERA I and II) involving two identical multicenter, randomized, double-blind, double dummy, parallel-group trials were conducted to assess the safety and efficacy of ocrelizumab compared with IFN β-1a in RRMS patients. Eight hundred and twenty one and 835 RRMS patients of similar demographics and disease status (18–55 years old, baseline EDSS of 0.5–5.5, and >1–2 clinical relapse 1–2 years preceding enrollment respectively) were randomized to receive ocrelizumab 600 mg IV infusion every 24 weeks versus IFN β-1a 44ug subcutaneously three times a week. Patients were followed throughout the 96-week treatment course with a primary endpoint of ARR at 2 years. Ocrelizumab showed significant reduction in ARR (46% and 47% for OPERA I and II, respectively), in addition, ocrelizumab also significantly reduced disability progression, total number of GELs, and total number of new T2 lesions.108 At time of this manuscript submission, full results from OPERA I and II have not yet been published.

Phase III study in PPMS

Based on ocrelizumab’s demonstrated efficacy depleting B-cells, which has been discussed earlier as a contributory factor in progressive MS, as well as rituximab’s effect in subgroup analysis of PPMS patients, a Phase III trial has been conducted using ocrelizumab for primary progressive multiple sclerosis (ORATORIO). This multicenter, double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial enrolled PPMS patients (ages 18–55, baseline EDSS 3.0–6.5, elevated CSF IgG and OCB presence). Primary endpoint was time of onset to confirmed disability progression. Seven hundred and thirty two patients were randomized to receive ocrelizumab 600 mg divided into two 300 mg doses infused 2 weeks apart every 24 weeks; they were followed over a 120-week treatment course period and were compared to placebo. The ocrelizumab group showed significant relative reduction in time to CDP (24% and 25% for 12-week and 24-week, respectively). It addition, ocrelizumab also improved walking speed and radiographic disease measures such as T2 lesion burden progression and rate of brain atrophy. Of note, this study was designed to partially reflect the subgroup that had best results in the rituximab PPMS study. Also the proportion of subjects with presence of enhancing lesions at baseline was relatively high compared to prior PPMS trials (24%).109 A subgroup analysis of subjects with and without enhancing lesions at baseline did not have sufficient power to make definitive conclusions.110 The results of ocrelizumab in PPMS are welcoming as this is the first example of efficacy from an anti-inflammatory DMT; however questions remain regarding the mechanism through which the medication is working. It is still unclear if the effect observed was purely through an effect on focal inflammation or a more specific mechanism on compartmentalized inflammation or another mechanism in PPMS. Study details of ocrelizumab in MS are presented in Table 1.

Ocrelizumab safety

Ocrelizumab infusions have been demonstrated to be well-tolerated based on existing data from various MS and non-MS disease treatment trials. In a Phase I/II study of patients with refractory follicular lymphoma, ocrelizumab 200–700 mg/m² infusions given 3-weekly over 8 cycles were most commonly associated with IRR. Infectious events that most patients
Table 1: Completed ocrelizumab in MS trials to date, with details on trial design and significant results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial</th>
<th>Phase Design Population Sample</th>
<th>Ocrelizumab Dosage</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
<th>Adverse Events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NCT006767155</td>
<td>Randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled</td>
<td>RRMS 220 600 mg (given at 300 mg 2W apart) first cycle, then 600 mg second cycle 2,000 mg (given as 1,000 mg 2W apart) first cycle, then 1,000 mg second cycle</td>
<td>48 weeks</td>
<td>• 80% and 73% reduction in ARR for 600 mg and 2,000 mg, respectively</td>
<td>• 47%–66% experienced AE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPERA I/II108</td>
<td>Randomized, double-blind, IFNβ-1a controlled</td>
<td>RRMS 821 + 835 600 mg IV Q24W</td>
<td>96 weeks</td>
<td>• 46% and 47% reduction in ARR</td>
<td>• 83.3% experienced AE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORATORIO109</td>
<td>Randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled</td>
<td>PPMS 732 600 mg IV Q24W (given as 300 mg 2W apart)</td>
<td>120 weeks</td>
<td>• 24% and 25% risk reduction in CDP for 12 and 24 weeks, respectively</td>
<td>• 20.4% serious AE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: AE, adverse event; IV, intravenous; ARR, annualized relapse rate; RRMS, relapsing–remitting multiple sclerosis; GEL, gadolinium-enhancing lesions; CDP, confirmed disability progression; PPMS, primary-progressive multiple sclerosis; Q24W, every 24 weeks; 2W, 2 weeks; IRR, infusion-related reaction.
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experienced were mild infections that resolved without complications. One-third of patients experienced mild infections that were treated with antibiotics without complications. However, a few patients were found to have infusion-related lymphopenia, and there was one remotely related death due to pulmonary embolus in a patient with obliterate bronchiolitis 10 months after ocrelizumab infusion.102

More serious AEs were reported in a Phase I/II study of ocrelizumab in RA patients (ACTION trial) who were treated with escalating dosages ranging from 10 to 1,000 mg given 2 weeks apart, and these AEs were observed over 72 weeks. Serious AEs were reported by 17.2% of ocrelizumab-treated patients including malignancies (abdominal wall mass, basal cell carcinoma, adenocarcinoma of lung, breast cancer, laryngeal cancer) and infections (sepsis, febrile neutropenia); there were also 2% of ocrelizumab-treated patients who reported nonserious infections such as URI and UTI. However, there was no clear AE patterns associated with varying dosages, and no significant differences in AEs compared to placebo.106

However, further ocrelizumab trials in RA were halted after the STAGE study (a Phase III randomized double-blind placebo-controlled trial assessing safety and efficacy of ocrelizumab in RA patients who were already on methotrexate) when results were independently analyzed as 3 patients who were on 1,000 mg (500 mg infused 2 weeks apart) group had died (2 from pneumonia, 1 acute myocardial infarction),111 and so this was deemed too risky for RA population.

In MS patients from the Phase II RRMS trials,127 no differences in incidence of serious adverse events and serious infections were found between the two ocrelizumab groups vs placebo or IFN. Ocrelizumab-treated patients experienced more IRR. Patients who formed human anti-human antibodies (HAHA) were small in all groups, with 2 in the ocrelizumab 600 mg group and 3 in placebo group by week 24. There also appears to be an inverse relationship between HAHA formation and ocrelizumab dosing.106 OPERA I/II and ORATORIO trials for PPMS reported similar incidence of infusion-related events similar to the ones reported in
RRMS and other non-MS disease trials at the 600 mg dose. The incidence of AEs was not significantly different across the different treatment arms.

It appears that ocrelizumab at the 600 mg dose as used in MS trials does not have significant increase in serious AEs, outside of mild IRR. It is worth noting that there has been no significant increase in serious infectious events in ocrelizumab treated patients. However the long-term safety of the medication remains a potential concern, especially monitoring for the risk of PML. Ocrelizumab-induced B-cell depletion theoretically increases risk for PML, and thus longitudinal surveillance of ocrelizumab-treated patients needs to be performed.

**Other B-cell therapies**

In addition to ocrelizumab, other B-cell therapies are currently being investigated as potential treatments for PPMS. Completed trials and regulatory status are presented in Table 2.

Ofatumumab is a fully human anti-CD20 monoclonal antibody, like rituximab and ocrelizumab. Ofatumumab also binds to the CD20 molecule, but at a different epitope. Compared to rituximab, it has a slower dissociation rate and exhibits more potent CDC activity.75,112 It is currently approved for treatment-resistant CLL.113,114 In CLL patients drug-induced.115 Safety and tolerability data in RA Phase I/II studies showed that the most common AEs were mild to moderate IRR. Serious adverse events reported were headache and anemia, which were determined unrelated to drug effect.117 In another study of ofatumumab in RRMS, subcutaneous injections of various ofatumumab dosages were studied in a larger population of 232 RRMS patients in a randomized, double-blind, parallel group, placebo-controlled trial (MIRROR). At the end of 12-weeks, there was a 65% reduction in new lesion formation on MRI. CD19+ cell depletion was achieved with all dosages. IRR were reported as in other studies. Higher dosing was associated with more serious AEs.118 In a follow-up study that observed the same MIRROR patients posttreatment, repletion of B-cells was observed in all groups at end of 48 weeks since receiving drug, the percentage of repletion was dose- and regimen-dependent, as the most frequent and highest dosing group had least percentage of patients with B-cell repletion. IRR remained the most common adverse event.119 No incidence of PML was observed in either study. Several ofatumumab studies in relapsing MS are currently under way.

Alemtuzumab is another humanized monoclonal antibody that affects B-cells. Its main mechanism of action is through binding of CD52, which is expressed on both B and T-cells, and acts via CDC and ADCC as well as induction of

| Table 2 Currently available and investigational B-cell therapies for MS |
|-----------------------------|------------------|-----------------|------------------|
| **Drug**            | **Antigen target, epitope** | **Trials completed** | **Trials ongoing** | **FDA approval** |
| Ocrelizumab         | CD20, binds to large loop \ ^{a} ANPS \ ^{b} core epitope, P168 and P170 assist in binding | Phase II in RRMS | Phase III in RRMS and PPMS | On fast-track evaluation for PPMS |
| Rituximab           | CD20, binds to large loop \ ^{a} ANPS \ ^{b} core epitope, \ ^{c} YCSI \ ^{d} assists in binding | Phase I and II in RRMS | Phase I in PPMS | |
| Ofatumumab          | CD20, binds to large loop FLKMESLNPIRAHTP core epitope and regions in small loop | Phase II in RRMS | Phase III in RRMS | |
| Ublituximab         | CD20               | Phase II in RRMS | Phase II in RRMS | |
| Alemtuzumab         | CD52, binds to large loop | Phase II and III RRMS | Phase II in SPMS and PPMS | Approved for RRMS |
| Atacicept           | BAFF, APRIL        | Phase II in RRMS | Phase II in RRMS | |
| Tabalumab           | BAFF               | Phase II in RRMS | Phase II RRMS | |
| Belimumab           | BAFF               | Phase II in RRMS | Phase II RRMS | |

**Abbreviations:** FDA, US Food and Drug Administration; PPMS, primary-progressive multiple sclerosis; RRMS, relapsing–remitting multiple sclerosis; SPMS, secondary-progressive multiple sclerosis.
apoptotic mechanisms.\textsuperscript{120–122} Treatment with alemtuzumab produced both B- and T-cell lymphopenia, with T-cell depletion lasting significantly longer than B-cell depletion.\textsuperscript{123,124} It has shown superior radiographic and clinical efficacy in RRMS compared to IFNβ-1a in both Phase II and Phase III (CARE MS I and CARE MS II) studies.\textsuperscript{123,125} It has been FDA approved to treat RRMS. As for progressive MS, the first experience with alemtuzumab was in a 1991 trial during which SPMS and PPMS patients were randomized to receive alemtuzumab infusions. In this study, the treatment group showed decrease in new lesion formation for at least 18 months.\textsuperscript{126} In a follow-up study involving 36 SPMS patients, alemtuzumab infusion showed similar efficacy in reducing new lesion formation; however, it did not prevent disability progression.\textsuperscript{127} The same group of progressive MS patients continued to decline clinically following 1 cycle of alemtuzumab infusion, with adverse event incidences as expected of untreated progressive MS.\textsuperscript{128}

There is another group of novel humanized antibodies that indirectly influence B-cell population, and these have been found to be well-tolerated in various rheumatologic disease treatment trials. Among these types of therapies, agents currently/previously studied in MS include atacicept, tabalumab, and belimumab. Atacicept is a fully humanized protein that binds with high affinity to BAFF and APRIL—both of which are important regulators in the final stages of B-cell maturation.\textsuperscript{128} BAFF is expressed on B-cells membrane surface as well as existing as soluble factors in peripheral blood.\textsuperscript{129} Once bound, atacicept indirectly inhibits B-cell maturation and plasma cell formation through neutralizing the actions of BAFF and APRIL. In RA and SLE patients, atacicept was shown to be well-tolerated with only mild injection site reactions, and there is a significant (although not complete) reduction in total B-cell count that was dose dependent.\textsuperscript{130–132} Atacicept was studied in the ATAMS trial, a placebo-controlled, double-blind, 36-week, Phase II, multicenter trial that randomized 255 RRMS patients to receive atacicept or placebo. The response was less favorable despite similar immunologic data in immunoglobulin concentration and B-cell count reduction. The study was terminated early due to significantly increased ARR in the treatment group with no change in new lesion formation between the groups.\textsuperscript{133} It is unclear why atacicept, compared to other B-cell therapies, produced dramatically different results, it has been postulated that atacicept’s effect on the late stages in B-cell maturation timeline as opposed to rituximab or ocrelizumab’s effect on pre-B-cells and atacicept’s incomplete depletion of peripheral B-cells may have accounted for the increase in clinical disease activity.

Similar to atacicept, tabalumab and belimumab are humanized monoclonal antibodies that also bind to BAFF. In Phase III trial of subcutaneous tabalumab injection in SLE, it was well-tolerated with no significant differences in serious AEs compared to placebo. However, there were incidences of opportunistic infections reported in the treatment group, including herpes zoster in 3.4% of patients, disseminated tuberculosis in 0.3%, and cytomegalovirus in 0.3%. Similar safety results were reported in a Phase III trial of tabalumab in RA.\textsuperscript{134} In RRMS, results from safety/efficacy study of tabalumab in a Phase II randomized, double-blind, parallel assignment trial has been completed but not reported.\textsuperscript{135}

In patients with SLE, belimumab treatment resulted in sustained reduction of CD20\textsuperscript{+} B-cell population as well as short-lived plasma cells in peripheral blood. No changes in T-cells or memory B-cells were seen. Adverse events were similar to that of placebo in terms of serious adverse infections, malignancies, and death; however, in the belimumab group there was a slight increase in depression rate.\textsuperscript{136} A few patients had severe hypersensitivity reaction after the first dose, which resolved with antihistamine treatment.\textsuperscript{137} Belimumab is currently FDA approved for treatment of SLE; however, its efficacy given the results of the atacicept trials in RRMS remains a question.

**Conclusion**

This review aimed to provide insight into B-cell directed therapy in the treatment of progressive MS. What has been traditionally thought of as an immune-mediated disease primarily driven by T-cells, has been proven to be even more complex with significant involvement of B-cells and their heterogenic roles in disease pathogenesis. Fortunately, with our increasing understanding of the intricate roles that B-cells play in MS, flexibility in MS therapy has also exponentially increased. There is an influx of immunomodulating biologics that have been specifically designed to target antigens crucial to B-cell maturation and signaling. As many of these existing B-cell therapies are already in use for a range of rheumatologic and oncologic diseases, the MS community benefits from this existing pool of safety data; such data can be utilized in designing various Phase I/II/III trials in MS. Ocrelizumab is currently the most promising among its peers, with preliminary results from Phase III trials in RRMS and PPMS demonstrating encouraging clinical and radiographic outcomes. Its significance also rests on the fact that this is the first agent demonstrated to be safe and effective in treating PPMS, a subtype that has been more or less overlooked amid the crescendo in RRMS.

Dovepress
therapeutic developments. Nevertheless, questions regarding B-cell therapies still remain, such as their influences on regulatory B-cells that possess anti-inflammatory functions and assist in disease recovery. For example, in certain EAE models, anti-CD20 treatment actually resulted in increased monocyte activity and reduced B-cell regulatory functions on T-cells and other antigen-presenting cells.\textsuperscript{138,139} It may be argued that agents that target only pathogenic B-cells may improve efficacy and safety compared to currently available agents. Second, there is probably a spectrum in terms of extent of pathogenic B-cell involvement in patients with MS; to identify these patients and stratify them based on immunologic profile, in addition to developing markers for therapy response, will assist in choosing and monitoring appropriate disease-specific therapies. As is the case with many of the existing MS therapeutic agents, there is also concern with regard to long-term safety beyond the scope of the clinical trials that will require meticulous postmarketing monitoring. Nevertheless, ocrelizumab, along with its multitude of B-cell oriented peers, thus far has provided fuel for the optimism in the future of MS therapy.
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